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Abstract: Imaging parameters of photoacoustic breast imaging systems such as the spatial
resolution and imaging depth are often characterized with phantoms. These objects usually
contain simple structures in homogeneous media such as absorbing wires or spherical objects
in scattering gels. While these kinds of basic phantoms are uncluttered and useful, they do
not challenge the system as much as a breast does, and can thereby overestimate the system’s
performance. The female breast is a complex collection of tissue types, and the acoustic and
optical attenuation of these tissues limit the imaging depth, the resolution and the ability to
extract quantitative information. For testing and challenging photoacoustic breast imaging
systems to the full extent before moving to in vivo studies, a complex breast phantom which
simulates the breast’s most prevalent tissues is required. In this work we present the first three
dimensional multi-layered semi-anthropomorphic photoacoustic breast phantom. The phantom
aims to simulate skin, fat, fibroglandular tissue and blood vessels. The latter three are made
from custom polyvinyl chloride plastisol (PVCP) formulations and are appropriately doped with
additives to obtain tissue realistic acoustic and optical properties. Two tumors are embedded,
which are modeled as clusters of small blood vessels. The PVCP materials are surrounded by
a silicon layer mimicking the skin. The tissue mimicking materials were cast into the shapes
and sizes expected in the breast using 3D-printed moulds developed from a magnetic resonance
imaging segmented numerical breast model. The various structures and layers were assembled
to obtain a realistic breast morphology. We demonstrate the phantom’s appearance in both
ultrasound imaging as photoacoustic tomography and make a comparison with a photoacoustic
image of a real breast. A good correspondence is observed, which confirms the phantom’s
usefulness.

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

A combination of imaging techniques is nowadays used for breast cancer diagnosis. X-ray
mammography (MMG) and/or ultrasound (US) imaging are almost always used and have been
shown to decrease the breast cancer mortality [1]. Even though MMG is widely accepted, it has a
relatively low sensitivity of 70-85%, caused by the loss of depth-vision by the projection of a 3D
volume on a 2D plane [2]. The sensitivity is even lower in women with dense breasts (30-48%)
due to the low radiographic contrast [1,3]. Multiple studies have shown that US does have a
good performance in dense breasts and that the addition of this technique to MMG decreases
the false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) rates. Nevertheless, US was also demonstrated
to have a strong operator dependency and a limited detectability for microcalcifications and
ductal carcinomas in situ (DCIS) [1]. The diagnostic work-up is extended with contrast enhanced
magnetic resonance imaging (CE-MRI) when MMG and US do not lead to a decisive conclusion.
CE-MRI has a higher sensitivity than MMG and is not affected by breast density, but has a limited
specificity [4]. Besides, MRI is relatively expensive, has a limited accessibility and requires the
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injection of contrast agents [1]. As a result of these demerits, the search for non-invasive imaging
techniques that may complement or substitute the current techniques is ongoing.

1.1. Photoacoustic imaging

Photoacoustic (PA) tomography is an up-and-coming hybrid imaging modality that is able to
visualize blood vessels and tumor associated vascularization inside the breast without the need for
exogenous imaging agents [5–9]. In PA imaging, the breast is illuminated with nanosecond pulses
of near-infrared (NIR) laser light, which diffusely propagate through the tissue and primarily get
absorbed by the chromophores hemoglobin (Hb) and oxyhemoglobin (HbO2) in the blood [10].
The locally absorbed optical energy is partially or completely converted into heat which causes
the tissue to expand thermoelasticly. As a result, a heat-induced pressure wave in the US regime
is released, which propagates through the tissue and can be detected with US transducers located
around the breast [11,12]. A local initial pressure map, which is an indication of the absorbed
energy, can be recovered with image reconstruction algorithms. High vessel densities, excessive
cases of vessel branching and tortuous vessel shapes may signify the presence of cancer [13].
The combination of spatial resolutions equal to in US with the high-contrast and specificity

of optical imaging, makes PA imaging a very promising technique for a variety of clinical
applications [10]. Although it remains a challenge to image the whole breast volume, it is a
technique with potential to complement the imaging modalities in the current breast cancer
management procedure. As an additional potential diagnostic tool, endogenous chromophore
concentrations can be estimated when PA is executed with multiple wavelengths on the same
object [14]. This can provide functional and/or pathological information about the tissue [15].
The chromophores Hb and HbO2 are of high interest, since their concentrations can be used to
derive blood oxygenation levels (SO2). The SO2 may relate to the pathological status of the
tumor because tortuous and leaky vessels in the tumor region provide limited oxygen to the tissue,
which decreases the saturation levels in the tumor region [16]. Besides, a low SO2 may also be
an indication for high metabolic activities related to tumor growth [13,17].

1.2. Preparing a photoacoustic system for clinical studies

Several PA breast imaging systems have been developed over the last years, all designed differently
and for varying applications [5–8,18–24]. Carefully controlled laboratory experiments with
these systems can identify the most efficient and robust measurement protocols that will provide
success in the clinics [25]. Measurements on elementary test-objects, such as homogeneous gels
with liquid filled cavities, black hairs or other absorbing structures embedded [5,8,23,26,27], will
provide valuable insights into the effects of measurement settings on the imaging parameters.
However, they do not challenge the system as much as a real breast does and can thereby
overestimate the system’s imaging performance [28]. Such experiments should therefore be
succeeded by measurements on well characterized complex phantoms having tissue relevant
acoustic and optical properties and a realistic morphology. Knowing the ground truth of the
phantom, and having the possibility to try several measurement settings on the same object, is
expected to be a valuable asset in optimizing the measurement protocol.

1.3. Photoacoustic phantoms

Quite some research has been performed on suitable tissue mimicking materials (TMMs) for
PA imaging. Agarose and gelatin-based materials [29] are well known tissue substitutes and
are straightforward to produce. But these materials are fragile and sound speeds lower than
that of water cannot be obtained. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a well known TMM, with a
good rigidity and longevity [30,31]. Drawbacks of this material are the long preparation times,
limited tunability of the sound speed and inhomogeneities in the optical properties throughout
the material [31–33]. Recently, gel wax was introduced as a new TMM for PA imaging. The
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optical material properties were shown to be well tunable and the material is rather stable [34,35].
The sound speed of gel wax can be changed with the addition of co-polymers, however these
co-polymers coincidentally increase the acoustic attenuation [36]. The production of a TMM
with a high sound speed and low acoustic attenuation may therefore be challenging. Polyvinyl
chloride plastisol (PVCP) is another well known TMM [26,27,33,37,38]. It was shown to be an
almost optically transparent and rigid material with many possibilities to vary the acoustic and
optical material properties [27,33,38]. PVCP is commercially available in multiple stiffnesses,
with softeners and hardeners available to alter the material’s stiffness even more. The addition of
dyes and optical scatterers enables the regulation of the optical properties [33,37,39]. Vogt et
al. [38] showed that soft tissues can be mimicked optically and acoustically with custom made
PVCP formulations. Plasticizers were shown to dominate the material’s sound speed in a highly
controlled way, at the same time keeping the acoustic attenuation low. The addition of ultrasound
scatterers or a higher PVC resin concentration was shown to increase the acoustic attenuation
[38]. Based on this work, Jia et al. [28] published the required formulations to mimic breast fat
and somewhat denser fat-fibroglandular tissue, and used these formulations to develop a two-layer
PA breast phantom with an anatomically relevant undulating tissue boundary. A comparison
of the two-layer phantom with a homogeneous phantom showed that the reconstructed target
size and depth are sensitive to the used reconstruction sound speed [28]. This work therefore
emphasizes the need for anatomically relevant phantoms. While this work developed a 2.5D
phantom for use in B-mode PA imaging, there is still a need for a 3D semi-anthropomorphic
breast phantom for testing 3D PA tomography systems.
The introduction of multi-material 3D printing may ease the development of anatomically

relevant phantoms, since the phantoms can be built up layer by layer allowing complex structures
to be embedded. Inspiration may be taken from phantoms designed for x-ray imaging [40,41]
and fluorescent brain imaging [42]. However, due to limited available 3D printing materials, it is
not possible yet to print PA phantoms with both optical and acoustic properties matching the
body’s soft tissues. Nevertheless, 3D printing of complex moulds opens up the possibility to
build and assemble novel 3D PA phantoms, as has been shown recently for e.g. the heart, nerves,
a placenta and blood vessels [34,43].
Recently, we introduced the use of 3D printing of moulds to make a breast phantom [44].

In this work, we build further upon this proof-of-concept to develop a definitive protocol, and
demonstrate our method to layer by layer build a complex PVCP breast phantom containing
skin, fat, fibroglandular tissue and blood vessels. Two clusters of small blood vessels are added
to mimick highly vascularized tumors. All the materials’ optical and acoustic properties are
measured and presented. We end with a demonstration of the phantom’s features in US imaging
and PA tomography, and make a comparison with an in vivo PA image of a real breast. To
encourage others to build this phantom, we provide the required files for 3D printing the moulds
in the supplementary materials.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Breast anatomy and phantom complexity

The adult breast consists of three major tissues: skin, subcutaneous fat and fibroglandular tissue
with the latter comprising both glandular tissue and fibrous connective tissue [45]. The glandular
tissue consists of 15 to 20 segments, which are radially arranged inside the breast and are
separated from each other by fibrous connective tissue and fat. Each of these segments consist of
20 to 40 lobules which again consist of 10 to 100 alveoli that produce the milk when a woman is
lactating [45]. The function of the fibrous tissue is to maintain the inner structure of the breast
and attachment to the chest wall, while adipose tissue is connective tissue and determines the
breast size [45]. The skin surrounding the breast has a thickness ranging from 0.6 to 2.7 mm [46]
and the pigmentation differs per ethnicity. Furthermore, the breast contains a network of blood
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vessels and lymphatic vessels [45]. The ratio of subcutaneous fat and fibroglandular tissue differs
from individual to individual and also with hormonal status (e.g. age, pregnancy) [47].
Ideally, the phantom to be developed should be as complex as a real breast. This is however

not attainable with the current available techniques, and therefore only an approximation can
be achieved. For this work, it was decided to build a phantom containing the breast’s three
major tissues and blood vessels. Lou et al. [48] showed that realistic numerical breast models,
containing all these four breast components, can be obtained by segmenting CE-MRI images.
Moulds were made from these tissue volumes by making use of 3D printing, allowing the
development of a realistic phantom morphology.

2.2. Protocol for PVCP production

Protocols for the production of fat, fibroglandular and blood TMMs from custom made PVCP
were developed based on [28,38]. Since the largest part of the breast consists of the former two
tissues, it is important that these TMMs are well characterized with high accuracy, both optically
and acoustically. For blood TMM, it was decided to focus only on the optical absorption, since
this will strongly influence the PA contrast. The optical scattering and acoustic properties of the
blood TMM were not tuned, because this TMM comprises only a small volume of the breast.
The TMMs were custom made from PVC resin (Geon 121A, Mexichem, USA) mixed with the
plasticizers benzyl butyl phthalate (BBP) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and bis(2-ethylhexyl) adipate
(DEHA) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The addition of glass beads (GB) (≤ 106 µm) (Sigma-Aldrich,
USA), TiO2 (Sigma-Aldrich, USA, catalog number 248576) and black plastic coloring (BPC)
(Lure Parts, The Netherlands) enabled the tuning of the acoustic and optical properties. The used
compositions for fat, fibroglandular and blood TMM are listed in Table 1. Blood TMM was
made with the same protocol as fibroglandular TMM but glass beads were omitted to decrease
the acoustic scattering. A volume percentage of 0.2% BPC was added for increased optical
absorption.

Table 1. Compositions of the PVCP TMMs. TMM = tissue mimicking material, PVC =
polyvinylchloride, HS = heat stabilizer, DEHA = Bis(2-ethylhexyl) adipate, BBP = Benzyl butyl

phthalate, GB = glass beads, TiO2 = titaniumdioxide, BPC = black plastic coloring.

TMM PVC HS DEHA BBP GB TiO2 BPC

[m/m%] [v/v%] [v/v%] [v/v%] [mg/ml] [mg/ml] [v/v%]

Fat 15 1 58 42 25 6.4 -

Fibroglandular 15 1 - 99 105.5 3.5 -

Blood 15 1 - 99 - 3.7 0.2

The protocol used for PVCP fabrication was as follows: The desired quantities of plasticizer(s)
and heat stabilizer (HS) (M-F Manufacturing, Texas, USA) were measured and mixed. PVC resin,
which is a powder, was weighed and added to the plasticizer mixture under continuous stirring at
500 rpm. The mixture was then stirred for an extra 30 minutes to obtain a homogenous mixture.
The solution was subsequently placed inside a desiccator to degas, until bubble formation stopped.
The time this took depended on the volume of the mixture and the used plasticizers and ranged
from 30-80 minutes. The required quantities of TiO2, glass beads and BPC were weighted, added
to the solution and stirred for 15 minutes at 900 rpm. The mixture was heated au-bain-marie
in an oil bath at 180 ◦C and was stirred regularly using a spatula. The mixture underwent two
transitions, the first turned it in a gel-like suspension, and the second one in a viscous liquid.
When the second transition was finished, the solution was placed back into the desiccator to
degas for about 5-10 minutes. Finally, the PVCP was heated for another 5-10 minutes before
pouring it into a mould.
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2.2.1. 3D-printed moulds

A negative of the contours of the numerical phantom referred to as Neg-35-Left [48] was printed
as an outer mould to give the phantom a realistic breast shape (Dataset 1 [49]). The fibroglandular
structure of the numerical phantom was found to be too complex to print. Therefore, a lobular
shaped mould, having lobules ranging from 2 to 10 mm, was designed (see Fig. 1(a) and Dataset
2 [50]). These moulds were printed from Nylon (PA2200) with a Formiga P101 printer (EOS,
Germany). This specific Nylon type has a melting temperature of 176 ◦C, which is just high
enough to withstand the temperatures of the liquid PVCP mixtures at the moment of pouring.
Precautions were taken to prevent deformation of the mould due to the heat, as described in
section 2.2.2. Connection points were made on the two moulds to fixate them relative to each
other (see Fig. 1(b)). The blood vessel structure from the numerical phantom was projected
onto a 2D plane and was 3D printed from polylactic acid (PLA) (see Fig. 1(c) and Dataset 3
[51]). A negative of this model was subsequently made from Poly-Sil PS 81020 silicon rubber
(Polyservice BV, The Netherlands) prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions (see
Fig. 1(d)). A fourth 3D printed mould consists of two hemispheres placed on top of each other,
to together form a hollow sphere with a diameter of 20 mm (See Dataset 4 [52] & Dataset 5 [53]).
This mould was used for the production of spherical tumors.

TMM
PVC

[m/m%]

HS

[v/v%]

DEHA

[v/v%]

BBP

[v/v%]

GB

[mg/ml]

TiO2

[mg/ml]

BPC

[v/v%]

Fat 15 1 58 42 25 6.4 -

Fibroglandular 15 1 - 99 105.5 3.5 -

Blood 15 1 - 99 - 3.7 0.2

Table 1. Compositions of the PVCP TMMs. TMM = tissue mimicking material, PVC
= polyvinylchloride, HS = heat stabilizer, DEHA = Bis(2-ethylhexyl) adipate, BBP =
Benzyl butyl phthalate, GB = glass beads, TiO2 = titaniumdioxide, BPC = black plastic

coloring

other (see Figure 1 B). The blood vessel structure from the numerical phantom was projected
onto a 2D plane and was 3D printed from polylactic acid (PLA) (see Figure 1 C and Dataset
3). A negative of this model was subsequently made from Poly-Sil PS 81020 silicon rubber
(Polyservice BV, The Netherlands) prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions (see
Figure 1 D). A fourth 3D printed mould consists of two hemispheres placed on top of each other,
to together form a hollow sphere with a diameter of 20 mm (See Dataset 4 & 5). This mould was
used for the production of spherical tumors.

A B

C D

Fig. 1. (A-C) Models of the 3D printed moulds. A) shows the lobular shaped mould,
B) the outer mould with the lobular mould placed inside. C) shows the blood vessel
model that was 3D printed and subsequently embedded in silicon rubber to create a

negative mould (D).

2.2.2. Phantom fabrication

This section describes the entire process to build the phantom. The process is subdivided in four
steps. Figure 2 summarizes this in the form of a flow-scheme, where each TMM is represented
by a different color.

Fig. 1. (A-C) Models of the 3D printed moulds. A) shows the lobular shaped mould, B) the
outer mould with the lobular mould placed inside. C) shows the blood vessel model that was
3D printed and subsequently embedded in silicon rubber to create a negative mould (D).

2.2.2. Phantom fabrication

This section describes the entire process to build the phantom. The process is subdivided in four
steps. Figure 2 summarizes this in a flow-scheme, where each TMM is represented by a different
color.

1. Skin
Skin TMM was made from Poly-Sil PS 81020 silicon rubber (Polyservice BV, The
Netherlands), mixed with 7 m/m% hardener (Polyservice BV, The Netherlands) and 0.5
m/m% orange coloring paste (Polyestershoppen BV, The Netherlands). The mixture was
poured into the outer mould and the mould was swiveled by hand to let the silicon rubber
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cover the entire surface of the mould, giving it a thickness of approximately 1 mm. This
was performed until the silicon rubber’s viscosity was sufficiently high to keep it in place.
The silicone rubber was kept overnight on the mould to solidify.

2. Blood vessels
Blood mimicking PVCP was produced as described in section 2.2. During the blood TMM
preparation, the silicon mould was placed in an oven at 60 ◦C. Upon pouring, the mould
was slightly bent to widen the blood vessel channels to ease the entering PVCP suspension.
After cooling down, the blood TMM was removed from the mould and excess PVCP was
cut off to remain with the vessels (see Fig. 2(a)). The blood vessels were positioned inside
the outer mould on top of the skin layer. Some of the blood vessel strands were attached
to transparent fish wires to shape them in 3D (see Fig. 2(d)). Remaining blood TMM
was poured on a plate while quickly moving the glass beaker to produce thin strands (see
Fig. 2(b)). These were used later as thin blood vessels inside the tumor models.

3. Tumor
A small volume of fibroglandular TMM was prepared. The thin blood vessels were placed
inside the spherical tumor mould, and the mould was closed. The hole on the top of the
mould allowed the injection of fibroglandular TMM to fill up the empty space inside the
mould. After cooling the mould was opened, and the sphere representing the tumor was
removed (see Fig. 2(c)). The tumor was placed in the outer mould on top of the skin layer.
Subsequently, the lobular shaped mould was placed inside the outer mould.

4. Fat and fibroglandular tissue
To prevent deformation of the outer mould in response to the hot PVCP, the moulds were
placed in a container filled with moisturized loam, supporting the outer mould from the
underside. One of the tumors was placed in between the skin layer and the inner mould.
Fat TMM was subsequently prepared and was poured to fill the empty space between the
skin layer (in the outer mould) and the inner mould (see Fig. 2(e)). It was kept overnight
to cool down and solidify. Next day, the fish wires and the inner mould were removed
from the phantom, and some extra blood vessels and a second tumor were placed inside
the remaining cavity (see Fig. 2(f)). Fibroglandular TMM was prepared and poured into
the cavity (see Fig. 2(g)). Finally the phantom was topped off with a layer of commercial
PVCP (Lure Factors, United Kingdom), which we refer to as blanco in Fig. 2. No additives
were used and it was prepared according to the manufacturer’s protocol. This blanco layer
was added for extra stability and to attach a holder to the phantom (see Fig. 2(h)).

2.3. Characterization of the TMMs

2.3.1. Acoustic material properties

The acoustic properties were measured by making use of a modified insertion method [54]. The
measurement set-up is schematically shown in Fig. 3. TMM test blocks were prepared in an
aluminum mould with a thinner upper half (d1) than bottom half (d2) (Dataset 6 [55]). Metal
plates were glued to the open sides of this mould, which could be removed after the solidification
of the PVCP, to allow removal of the test block from the mould. A holder for these test blocks
was developed and printed from PLA (Dataset 7 [56]). It allowed to place the test block both
upright and upside-down in the measurement set-up, such that measurements could be performed
through both the thin as the thick part sequentially (Fig. 4(a)). Transmission measurements were
performed through the two material thicknesses d1 and d2, in succession. Utilizing these two scan
lines has the advantage that reflections at the water-TMM interface cancel during data analysis,
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Fig. 2. Flow scheme for the development of the phantom together with pictures taken
during the process. Different colors indicate the different TMM. The numbers indicate

the order of production.

Fig. 2. Flow scheme for the development of the phantom together with pictures taken during
the process. Different colors indicate the different TMMs. The numbers indicate the order
of production.
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which improves the measurement accuracy. Knowing the temperature of the water and the the
sound speed in water (cw), the sound speed of the sample (cs) [m/s] was calculated with

cs =
∆d cw
∆d − cw∆t

, (1)

where ∆d = d2 − d1, is the difference in material thickness on the two scan lines and ∆t the
difference in the pulse time of arrival of the two measurements.

hydrophoneUS transmitter

TMM 
in holder

preamplifierpulser-receiver oscilloscope

water

PC

trigger

d2

d1

side view

Fig. 3. Schematic of set-up used for acoustic characterization measurements. The
TMM block in holder can be flipped upside-down to measure through the thinner part

(d1) of the TMM.

B

C

A

Fig. 4. Photographs of prepared samples for characterization. (A) the acoustic test
block having a thin upper part and a thick bottom part, placed inside a holder. (B)
Adjacent fat and fibroglandular TMM blocks for plasticizer diffusion measurements.

(C) A 1 mm thick TMM slab inclined between two microscope slides.

Fig. 3. Schematic of set-up used for acoustic characterization measurements. The TMM
block in holder can be flipped upside-down to measure through the thinner part (d1) of the
TMM.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of set-up used for acoustic characterization measurements. The
TMM block in holder can be flipped upside-down to measure through the thinner part

(d1) of the TMM.
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Fig. 4. Photographs of prepared samples for characterization. (A) the acoustic test
block having a thin upper part and a thick bottom part, placed inside a holder. (B)
Adjacent fat and fibroglandular TMM blocks for plasticizer diffusion measurements.

(C) A 1 mm thick TMM slab inclined between two microscope slides.

Fig. 4. Photographs of prepared samples for characterization. (A) the acoustic test block
having a thin upper part and a thick bottom part, placed inside a holder. (B) adjacent fat and
fibroglandular TMM blocks for plasticizer diffusion measurements. (C) a 1 mm thick TMM
slab inclined between two microscope slides.

The frequency dependent acoustic attenuation αs(ω) [dB/cm] was obtained with

αs(ω) = 1
∆d

20 log10

[
A1(ω)
A2(ω)

]
+ αw(ω), (2)
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where A1(ω) and A2(ω) are the amplitude spectra of the transmission measurements through the
thin and thick parts of the TMM block respectively. The acoustic attenuation in water αw(ω) was
neglected. Measurements were performed with a set of transducers (Olympus NDT, USA) of 1,
2.25 and 5 MHz (V303-SU, V306-SU, V309-SU), covering the frequency range between 0.2 and
6.5 MHz. For each transducer, the frequency range with a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) was selected from the data.

The density (ρ) of the materials at room temperature was determined by measuring the
mass with an analytic balance (Santorius M-power, Germany) and the volume with the water
displacement method. The acoustic impedance Z [MRayl] was thereafter calculated from the
measured ρ and cs:

Z = ρcs (3)
Acoustic amplitude reflection coefficients at material interfaces can consequently be calculated
with [57]

R =
Z2 − Z1
Z2 + Z1

, (4)

where Z1 and Z2 are the acoustic impedances of the first and second medium the wave encounters.

2.3.2. Optical material properties

Optical absorption and scattering were evaluated with the inverse adding-doubling (IAD) method
[58]. PVCP samples with a 1 mm thickness were prepared between two microscope slides
(Fig. 4(c)) making use of 1 mm spacers. A spectrophotometer with integrating sphere (Shimadzu
UV2600, Japan) measured both transmittance and reflection of the samples.

2.4. Phantom stability

Since different PVCP TMMs contain different plasticizer types and concentrations, diffusion
of these plasticizers may occur through the touching sides. The local cs will be influenced by
the diffusion, since plasticizers are the determining factor of this acoustic material property
[38]. A set-up (13 mm lateral resolution) was developed to display the diffusion based on cs
measurements and the diffusion was followed over a period of a month.

Fat and fibroglandular TMM blocks were made and stored adjacent to each other (see Fig. 4(b)).
US transmission measurements were performed along the longitudinal side of the PVCP block
as shown in Fig. 5. US pulses were emitted using a 1 MHz immersion transducer (V303-SU,
Olympus NDT, USA) and the transmitted waves were recorded using a hydrophone needle
(Precision Acoustics, UK). The PVCP blocks translated in steps of 1 mm along the x-axis,
between the emitter and detector. Equation 1 was used to calculate the cs at every x-position.
For this application, ∆d is equal the length of the block and ∆t is the difference between the
pulse time of arrival of the measurement through the TMM, and the pulse time of arrival of a
reference measurement through water. Measurements were performed on day 1, 10, 20 and 30
after production.

2.5. Imaging

The appearance of the phantom was tested for two different imaging modalities: US B-mode
imaging and PA tomography. US B-scans were made with the Alpinion E-Cube12a research
system (Alpinion Medical Systems, Korea) using the L3-12 linear probe operating at 6 MHz.

Three-dimensional PA images were acquired with the Twente Photoacoustic Mammoscope 2
(PAM2) system [8]. The PAM2 system is a tomographic set-up having 12 arc-shaped detector
arrays, all placed around a central axis. Each detector arm contains 32 elements centered at 1
MHz. During a measurement these arrays rotate around this central axis to increase the density
of detection points. Illumination with short 755 nm laser pulses comes from a large fiber at the
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Fig. 5. Schematic of measurement setup for monitoring diffusion of plasticizer
between two adjacent TMM layers. A translation stage moves the TMM blocks
between the transducer and the hydrophone needle along the x-axis 1 mm. A

transmission measurement is recorded at each location.

(V303-SU, Olympus NDT, USA) and the transmitted waves were recorded using a hydrophone
needle (Precision Acoustics, UK). The PVCP blocks translated in steps of 1 mm along the x-axis
between the emitter and detector. Equation 1 was used to calculate the cs at every x position.
For this application, ∆d is equal the length of the block and ∆t is the difference between the
pulse time of arrival of the measurement through the TMM, and the pulse time of arrival of a
reference measurement through water. Measurements were performed on day 1, 10, 20 and 30
after production.

2.5. Imaging

The appearance of the phantom was tested for two different imaging modalities: US B-mode
imaging and PA tomography. US B-scans were made with the Alpinion E-Cube12a research
system (Alpinion Medical Systems, Korea) using the L3-12 linear probe operating at 6 MHz.
Three-dimensional PA images were acquired with the Twente Photoacoustic Mammoscope 2
(PAM2) system [8]. The PAM2 system is a tomographic set-up having 12 arc-shaped detector
arrays all placed around a central axis. Each detector arm contains 32 elements centered at 1
MHz. During a measurement these arrays rotate around this central axis, to increase the density
of detection points. Illumination with short 755 nm laser pulses comes from a large fiber at the
bottom of the imaging tank combined with nine smaller optical fibers for side-illumination [8].
During the measurement, the imaging tank was rotated over a 60◦ angle in 45 steps. For each step,
100 averages were taken. Finally, the images were reconstructed with a filtered back projection
algorithm. The result was visualized as a color-coded local maximum intensity projection
(LMIP) [52].

3. Results

3.1. Material properties

3.1.1. Acoustic properties

Figure 6 shows the acoustic attenuation as a function of frequency for fat and fibroglandular
TMM. For both TMMs a comparison with attenuation values known from literature is made. A
wide variability is found in literature, caused by different measurement methods and inter-tissue
variability. The attenuation functions from literature [53–55] are shown as blue lines in the

Fig. 5. Schematic of measurement setup for monitoring diffusion of plasticizer between two
adjacent TMM layers. A translation stage moves the TMM blocks between the transducer
and the hydrophone needle along the x-axis in 1 mm steps. A transmission measurement is
recorded at each location.

bottom of the imaging tank combined with nine smaller optical fibers for side-illumination [8].
During the measurement, the imaging tank was rotated over a 60◦ angle in 45 steps. For each step
100 averages were taken. Finally, the images were reconstructed with a filtered back projection
algorithm. The result was visualized as a color-coded local maximum intensity projection (LMIP)
[59].

3. Results

3.1. Material properties

3.1.1. Acoustic properties

Figure 6 shows the acoustic attenuation as a function of frequency for fat and fibroglandular
TMM. For both TMMs a comparison with attenuation values known from literature is made. A
wide variability is found in literature, caused by different measurement methods and inter-tissue
variability. The attenuation functions from literature [60–62] are shown as blue lines in the Figs.
and the shaded areas are their respective error ranges. The power law fits to the measured data
[dB/cm] are shown in dashed lines, and were found to be 0.518f 1.638 for fat TMM and 1.426f 1.484
for fibroglandular TMM, with f is the frequency in MHz. For both TMMs, a good agreement
with the literature values can be observed.

Table 2 summarizes the measured cs, ρ and Z together with tissue realistic values from literature.
It shows that the cs of the fat and fibroglandular TMMs are tuned well and fall inside the literature
error margins. The cs of blood TMM is too low to be realistic, but this is omitted since only a
small volume fraction of the phantom consists of this material. The ρ of all the TMMs is on the
high side, which consequently also results in a too high Z for the fat and fibroglandular TMMs.
The combination of the low cs of blood TMM together with the high ρ results in a realistic Z.
Despite the increased Z of fat and fibroglandular TMMs, the acoustic reflection coefficient of the
fat-fibroglandular TMM interface was calculated to be 8.75%, which comes really close to the
true reflection coefficient of 7.64% calculated from literature values.
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figures and the shaded areas are their respective error ranges. The power law fits to the measured
data [dB/cm] are shown in dashed lines, and were found to be 0.518 f 1.638 for fat TMM and
1.426 f 1.484 for fibroglandular TMM, with f is the frequency in MHz. For both TMMs, a good
agreement with the literature values can be observed.
Table 2 summarizes the measured cs , ρ and Z together with tissue realistic values from literature.
It shows that the cs of the fat and fibroglandular TMMs are tuned well and fall inside the literature
error margins. The cs of blood TMM is too low to be realistic, but this is omitted since only a
small volume fraction of the phantom consists of this material. The ρ of all the TMMs is on the
high side, which consequently also results in a too high Z for the fat and fibroglandular TMMs.
The combination of the low cs of blood TMM together with the high ρ results in a realistic Z .
Despite the increased Z of fat and fibroglandular TMMs, the acoustic reflection coefficient of the
fat-fibroglandular TMM interface was calculated to be 8.75%, which comes really close to the
true reflection coefficient of 7.64% calculated from literature values.
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Fig. 6. Measured acoustic attenuation together with its power law fit (dashed line)
against literature values with their error intervals as shaded areas. 1 = Edmonds et

al. [53], 2 = d’Astous and Foster [54], 3 = Landini et al. [55].

Type cs [m/s] ρ [kg/m3] Z [MRayl]

Fat
measured

literature

1428 ± 2

1440 ± 20

1021 ± 25

928

1.46 ± 0.04

1.33 ± 0.02

Fibroglandular
measured

literature

1516 ± 2

1524 ± 27

1149 ± 29

1020

1.74 ± 0.05

1.55 ± 0.04

Blood
measured

literature

1505 ± 2

1582 ± 5

1123 ± 54

1060

1.69 ± 0.08

1.68 ± 0.01

Table 2. The measured sound speed (cs), density (ρ) and acoustic impedance (Z) of
the PVCP TMM together with literature values [38, 48, 50, 56–65]. The shown literture
values are the average values from the different studies together with corresponding

error intervals.

Fig. 6. Measured acoustic attenuation together with its power law fit (dashed line) against
literature values with their error intervals as shaded areas. 1 = Edmonds et al. [60], 2 =
d’Astous and Foster [61], 3 = Landini et al. [62].

Table 2. The measured sound speed (cs), density (ρ) and acoustic impedance (Z ) of the PVCP
TMMs together with literature values [38,48,57,63–72]. The shown literature values are the average

values from the different studies with corresponding error intervals.

Type cs [m/s] ρ [kg/m3] Z [MRayl]

Fat measured 1428 ± 2 1021 ± 25 1.46 ± 0.04

literature 1440 ± 20 928 1.33 ± 0.02

Fibroglandular measured 1516 ± 2 1149 ± 29 1.74 ± 0.05

literature 1524 ± 27 1020 1.55 ± 0.04

Blood measured 1505 ± 2 1123 ± 54 1.69 ± 0.08

literature 1582 ± 5 1060 1.68 ± 0.01

3.1.2. Optical properties

Figure 7 shows the absorption (µa) and reduced scattering (µ′s) coefficients for the different
PVCP formulations. The measured data (open symbols) is shown together with tissue realistic
values (solid symbols). The µ′s decays with wavelength, while the µa does not show a strong
wavelength dependence. The measured µ′s for the fat and fibroglandular formulations match the
literature values very well. Tuning the µa for the fibroglandular and fat formulations was not as
straightforward. Absorption of the PVCP base materials and the added glass beads [38] result in
µa values that are on average 0.2 cm−1 higher than the tissue relevant values. The absorption
of fibroglandular TMM is a bit higher than for fat TMM, caused by the higher concentration
of glass beads. The absorption values we measured are also higher than the values reported by
Jia et al. [28] for their fat and fibroglandular-fat TMM formulations, which might be explained
by the higher concentration of glass beads in our formulations, slight differences in the PVCP
preparation protocols or limited accuracy of the optical characterization method.

Due to the addition of black plastic coloring, the absorption coefficient of the blood TMM is an
order of magnitude higher than for the other TMMs. A comparison with the absorption spectrum
of blood with an SO2 of 98% [73] shows that the blood TMM is suitable for PA measurements
with illumination wavelengths close to 630 or 765 nm.

The optical properties of the skin mimicking layer were not tuned to tissue relevant values, but
were measured to be 0.28 cm−1 (µa) and 176.5 cm−1 (µ′s ) at 755 nm. Comparing this with [74]
tells that the skin TMM has a µa that is on average 0.17 cm−1 lower than in light skinned humans
and that the µ′s is significantly higher than that of average human skin.
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Fig. 7. Optical absorption coefficient µa and reduced scattering coefficient µ′s
measured with the IAD method (open symbols), with expected error intervals (shaded
in red) from calibration measurements on samples with known optical properties. A

comparison is made with values from literature [66, 68–71].

Fig. 7. Optical absorption coefficient µa and reduced scattering coefficient µ′s measured
with the IAD method (open symbols), with expected error intervals (shaded in red) from
calibration measurements on samples with known optical properties. A comparison is made
with values from literature [73,75–78].

3.2. Phantom stability

Figure 8 shows the cs profile along the length of two adjacent fat and fibroglandular TMM blocks
in water on day 1, 10, 20 and 30 after production. The locations of the material interfaces are
depicted as dashed lines. Gradual increments in cs can be observed around the material interfaces.
A discrete step would be expected at the water-TMM interfaces, but the wide opening angle of
the receiving hydrophone needle reduces the steepness. The slope around the fat-fibroglandular
TMM interface decreases over time, which illustrates that plasticizers diffuse from one material
into the other. The diffusion does not seem to have stabilized after a period of a month, indicating
that the equilibrium has not been reached yet and that diffusion of plasticizers will continue.

3.3. Imaging performance

Figure 9(a) shows that the layered architecture of the phantom can be visualized with US imaging.
All four tissue types can be observed, due to differences in speckle contrast. The skin shows as
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Fig. 9. B-mode US images of the phantom acquired at two different positions. A)
shows the phantom’s layered architecture and the undulating fat-fibroglandular
boundary. B) shows the tumor model embedded in the fat TMM layer, on top of

fibroglandular TMM. Blood vessels are encircled.

skin tone. Schoustra et al. logged an imaging depth of 20 mm for this healthy volunteer
measurement [72] and a depth of 22 mm for a measurement on a 25 year old healthy volunteer [8].
These values were obtained by tracing one of the blood vessels up to the deepest depth where it
was still visible. Using the same method we also determined the imaging depth in our phantom
measurements. For both measurements the same vessel was followed and in both cases this
resulted in an imaging depth of 27 mm. For both the healthy volunteer measurement as the
phantom measurement, signals only seem to come from the skin, nipple and blood vessels making
the appearance comparable.
The tumor that was embedded in the phantom’s fat layer falls outside of the field of view (FOV)
of the device as the phantom has been mounted, and can therefore not be observed in the images.
The second tumor, located in the fibroglandular layer at a depth of 10-30 mm from the skin, does
fall inside the the FOV. Figure 11 shows a 3D model of the segmented vasculature inside the
phantom, which was obtained by thresholding the reconstruction of the measurement without
skin. A vessel and several speckles originating from the tumor’s vasculature can be observed and
are encircled.

Fig. 8. Sound speed in adjacent fat and fibroglandular TMM blocks monitored over a period
of a month. The material boundaries are shown as dashed lines in the background.

a bright region in the top part of the image. The fibroglandular layer contains more scatterers
than the fat layer, which makes it brighter and makes the undulating fibroglandular-fat interface
visible. Blood vessels do not contain glass beads and do therefore show up as dark areas. One
of the two tumors was inclined between the skin and fibroglandular layer, contains two blood
vessels and can be observed in Fig. 9(b).
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Fig. 9. B-mode US images of the phantom acquired at two different positions. A)
shows the phantom’s layered architecture and the undulating fat-fibroglandular
boundary. B) shows the tumor model embedded in the fat TMM layer, on top of

fibroglandular TMM. Blood vessels are encircled.

skin tone. Schoustra et al. logged an imaging depth of 20 mm for this healthy volunteer
measurement [72] and a depth of 22 mm for a measurement on a 25 year old healthy volunteer [8].
These values were obtained by tracing one of the blood vessels up to the deepest depth where it
was still visible. Using the same method we also determined the imaging depth in our phantom
measurements. For both measurements the same vessel was followed and in both cases this
resulted in an imaging depth of 27 mm. For both the healthy volunteer measurement as the
phantom measurement, signals only seem to come from the skin, nipple and blood vessels making
the appearance comparable.
The tumor that was embedded in the phantom’s fat layer falls outside of the field of view (FOV)
of the device as the phantom has been mounted, and can therefore not be observed in the images.
The second tumor, located in the fibroglandular layer at a depth of 10-30 mm from the skin, does
fall inside the the FOV. Figure 11 shows a 3D model of the segmented vasculature inside the
phantom, which was obtained by thresholding the reconstruction of the measurement without
skin. A vessel and several speckles originating from the tumor’s vasculature can be observed and
are encircled.

Fig. 9. B-mode US images of the phantom acquired at two different positions. A) shows the
phantom’s layered architecture and the undulating fat-fibroglandular boundary. B) shows
the tumor model (made from fibroglandular TMM) embedded in the fat TMM layer, on top
of fibroglandular TMM. Blood vessels are encircled.

US B-mode scans were made again at 30 days after phantom production and did not show
significant changes, indicating that the acoustic scatterers are stable over this time period.
Fig. 10 shows the obtained LMIP of the PA images of the phantom (B t/m E) together with a

healthy volunteer measurement (A) as a reference. B and C show the medial and cranial views
of the phantom. The contours of the phantom are visible in these images due to the PA signal
generation by the skin. Since the skin TMM was not tuned to have realistic optical and acoustic
properties, a second measurement where the skin was removed from the phantom was performed,
resulting in crisp blood vessel structures and the absence of a breast contour (D,E).
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Fig. 10. Local maximum intensity projections of the PA tomography measurements
with the PAM2 system. A) is a medial view of a healthy volunteer measurement as
presented in [72] (Reproduced with permission of the authors. Publisher permission

sought, in progress). B t/m E are the medial and cranal views of the phantom
measurements, where B) and C) are the results of the measurement on the phantom
with skin and D) and E) of the measurement without the skin. The color-coding
indicates the depth from the observer, where white is superficial and red is deep.

Fig. 11. Thresholded reconstruction of the measurement without the skin. The location
of the tumor in the fibroglandular layer in encircled, and contains a small vessel and

several speckles.

Fig. 10. Local maximum intensity projections of the PA tomography measurements with
the PAM2 system. A) is a medial view of a healthy volunteer measurement as presented in
[79] (Reproduced with permission of the authors. Publisher permission sought, in progress).
B-E are the medial and cranal views of the phantom measurements, where B) and C) are the
results of the measurement on the phantom with skin and D) and E) of the measurement
without the skin. The color-coding indicates the depth from the observer, where white is
superficial and red is deep.

The in vivo measurement was performed with the same measurement protocol and post-
processing as our phantom measurements. The healthy volunteer is a 29 year-old woman, having
a light skin tone. Schoustra et al. logged an imaging depth of 20 mm for this healthy volunteer
measurement [79] and a depth of 22 mm for a measurement on a 25 year old healthy volunteer
[8]. These values were obtained by tracing one of the blood vessels up to the deepest depth
where it was still visible. Using the same method we also determined the imaging depth in our
phantom measurements. For both measurements the same vessel was followed and in both cases
this resulted in an imaging depth of 27 mm. For both the healthy volunteer measurement as
the phantom measurement, signals only seem to come from the skin, nipple and blood vessels
making the appearance comparable.
The tumor that was embedded in the phantom’s fat layer falls outside of the field of view

(FOV) of the device as the phantom has been mounted, and can therefore not be observed in the
images. The second tumor, located in the fibroglandular layer at a depth of 10-30 mm from the
skin, does fall inside the the FOV. Figure 11 shows a 3D model of the segmented vasculature
inside the phantom, which was obtained by thresholding the reconstruction of the measurement
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without skin. A vessel and several speckles originating from the tumor’s vasculature can be
observed and are encircled.
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Fig. 11. Thresholded reconstruction of the measurement without the skin. The location
of the tumor in the fibroglandular layer in encircled, and contains a small vessel and

several speckles.

Fig. 11. Thresholded reconstruction of the measurement without the skin. The location of
the tumor in the fibroglandular layer in encircled, and contains a small vessel and several
speckles.

4. Discussion and outlook

We have shown a method to build a PVCP semi-anthropomorphic breast phantom that is suitable
for use in PA and US imaging. The phantom’s anatomic complexity, robustness and the well
characterized material properties make it widely applicable.

The phantom has been demonstrated to have a good appearance in both US as PA tomography;
all the four different tissue types can be observed in US imaging and the PA images have a similar
appearance as images from in vivo measurements. In the PA measurements, the skin and the
blood vessels are visible, while no signals seem to arise from the fibroglandular and fat tissue
(Fig. 10(b&c)). This is generally similar to observations in vivo (Fig. 10(a)). The PA imaging
depth in the phantom was found to be 27 mm, while the imaging depth in healthy volunteer
measurements was logged to be 20-22 mm [8,79]. The breast tissue properties of these specific
volunteers are unknown, which makes it impossible to make a fair comparison.

Two tumor models containing thin blood vessels were embedded in the phantom and could be
observed with US imaging. PA imaging detected signals coming from the vessels of the tumor
embedded in the fibroglandular layer at a depth of 10-30 mm from the skin. The second tumor
was not observed with PA imaging, because it was located just outside the FOV of the device.
Comparisons between the PA appearance of this model and the PA appearance of real lesions
should point out whether this tumor model properly imitates a real tumor.

The fat and fibroglandular TMMs have been well characterized both optically as acoustically.
The µ′s, cs and αs are tuned very well to tissue relevant values. The ρ of these TMMs are on the
high side, consequently resulting in a too high Z. The Z of both TMMs are however still relevant
for soft tissues, and the reflection coefficient on the fat-fibroglandular interface (8.75%) closely
approximates the reflection coefficient calculated from the tissues’ literature values (7.64%). For
both TMMs, the µa is on average 0.2 cm−1 too high. Knowing that glass beads increase the µa
[38], acoustical scatterers with a higher optical transparency should be sought for future studies.
The optical absorption of the blood vessels is of high importance for PA imaging, and has a

realistic µa for wavelengths close to 630 and 765 nm. The BPC concentration must be adjusted
when wanting to measure with other wavelengths.
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The skin TMM was not characterized since it only comprises a small volume fraction of this
phantom. The global variability in skin tones makes it important to have a fine control of the
optical properties of the skin layer. This will be investigated further in future studies together
with methods to carefully control the skin thickness.

Measurements on two adjacent TMM blocks showed that plasticizers diffuse from one TMM
layer into the other and thereby change the material’s cs. The occurrence of diffusion may indicate
inadequate fusion of the plasticizers, possibly caused by insufficient heating during the production
process. The diffusion of plasticizers is however a well-known problem in industry and several
methods are known to counteract it for specific types of plasticizers. Initial experiments based on
this knowledge were carried out. Exposure of the TMMs to UV radiation for several hours or
addition of a thin silicone layer between the two TMM blocks did not show any improvements.
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) oil did seem to slow down the diffusion, which may be a hint to
continue looking into hydrophobic materials.

For using the phantom in quantitative PA, a more advanced blood TMM should be developed.
Multiple dyes are required to have correct absorption coefficients at two or more wavelengths.
Another option is to embed hollow channels inside the phantom where blood or blood mimicking
liquids can be flushed through. The latter enables the simulation of different SO2 levels by mixing
two or multiple fluids or by oxygenating them.
A lingering question is what complexity we want to achieve in these kind of phantoms. A

reason why simplistic test objects underestimate the system’s imaging performance is the lack of
irregular tissue boundaries, which cause ultrasonic reflections and refraction and thereby increase
the difficulty of reconstructing the image. Therefore, complexities must be such that ultrasound
and light propagate through the phantom in a comparable way as in a real breast. However, the
required extent of complexity is unknown and can also differ per imaging system. In silico studies
on numerical breast phantoms should be performed to uncover the needed phantom complexity.
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